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OBS LOgiSticS and CALIDUS gOeS 
frOm Strength tO Strength 
Improving customer service and reducing 
operating costs continue to be amongst the 
key business drivers for companies.  

It may seem obvious that to continuously 
improve customer service is vital for the 
success of a business – indeed there are many 
examples where failure to do this has quickly 
threatened the very survival of organisations.  
Nobody would want to be involved in a 
supply chain failure that, for example, results 
in a clothing retailer having the wrong stock, 
delivered late and to the wrong locations – what 
price the resulting damage to that business?     

Henry Ford claimed that a major reason for his 
success was his ability to “keep on getting it 
right for customers and they will keep coming 
back and tell others about you”.  It may not be 
a very original idea but some 80 years on it is 
still absolutely right!  

One large corporate entity recently calculated 
it costs them at least four times as much to gain 
a new customer when compared to the cost of 
retaining an existing one.  They did not publish 
the detail of how this figure was arrived at and, 
of course, it will vary greatly between different 
businesses but clearly gaining new customers 
is never likely to be as cost effective as retaining 
existing ones!  What is clear, whether times are 
good or bad, retaining customers makes for 
a sound business strategy and ideally at the 
same time adding new ones could make for 
an even better strategy.  High quality customer 
service is always going to be a key part of this 
strategy - as is the total cost of providing the 
service to a customer.

Almost without exception, the end-to-end cost 
of every business’ supply chain continues 
to rise.  Fuel, taxes, legislative requirements, 
labour, equipment...  realistically, there is no 
reason to believe  this trend of rising costs 
is likely to change and all the signs are that 
the rate of increase could accelerate!  The 
inevitable end result of cost increases will be to 
directly affect the prices charged to customers 
or the company’s profitability or both! 

It appears to me that the only sensible solution 
is to become more efficient and effective in 

the operation of the supply chain – there are 
not many, if any, other practical alternatives.  
It is to meet these needs that CALIDUS TMS 
is primarily focused on helping deliver the 
key objectives of improving customer service 
and reducing operating costs by enabling 
businesses to optimise their total supply chain 
operation.

All of the CALIDUS products are available 
as ‘Managed Service’ options.  This helps 
companies achieve their customer service 
and reduced operating costs objectives at an 
affordable up-front investment and ongoing 
running cost – this is one of the ways we are 
working to meet our strategic objective of 
helping to keep our customer’s costs down.  

We were one of the first companies to 
introduce ‘Solution as a Service’ (SaaS). This 
covers all aspects of a project and avoids 
the usual up-front capital costs.  Software 
Maintenance and Support services are 
included within the costs, all of which comes 
at a fixed price for the duration of the contract. 
As a result one important benefit of SaaS is 
the ability to accurately predict the total cost 
of the solution over the contract life.  Managed 
Services has quickly become a very attractive 
option for many of our customers and to meet 
the increasing demand we have invested in a 
purpose-built data centre and separate back-
up operations. The design and structure of 
the facilities - and the way we operate them 
- has enabled us to achieve and sustain ISO 
27001 accreditation, the recognised industry 
standard for information security. 

For more than 30 years, CALIDUS from 
OBS Logistics has been synonymous with 
Warehouse Management Systems (WMS) and 
Transport Management Systems (TMS).  With 
a track record of successful implementations 
in over 60 countries the business continues 
to focus on innovation, customer service and 
value for money. 

 
 
 
Ross Telford 
Chairman 
OBS Logistics Limited



What was life like before transport control towers? 
OBS Logistics looks at an effective way of removing 
the constraints of bespoke logistics, while improving 
customer service and reducing running costs. 

Logistics companies and departments have spent years 
responding to customer demands for quicker response 
replenishment so that order fulfilment levels are high, 
stock levels are kept to a minimum and the supply chain 
supports the commitments that organisations have 
made to customers. 

These demands have led to the development of 
transport operations that are focused totally on a 
customer’s requirement.  By deploying customised 
solutions, transporters have been able to manage large 
complex relationships using dedicated teams. By using 
this approach they can maintain service levels while 
making investments to support individually defined 
client requirements. This has led to very bespoke, non-
transferrable solutions - both operationally and from a 
systems perspective - and overall some very low fleet 
utilisation.

This bespoke approach brings challenges, including 
how to:

 ➤ introduce innovation across an organisation

 ➤ lower costs

 ➤ effectively deal with demand spikes with rigid 
capacity

 ➤ deliver consistent high levels of service across all 
customers

 ➤ support green initiatives

 
LEt thE tOWEr takE cOntrOL

One solution is the introduction of a Multi Customer 
Control Tower. This concept balances the reduction of 
road transport miles, operational costs and fleet size 
while enabling high service levels.

Transport Control Towers require organisations to 
centralise planning into a single physical or virtual 
planning office.  In addition, customers have to buy into 
sharing resources and a standard service that is based 
on a clear, well-adopted standard operating process and 
a solid systems backbone. 

Control Towers enable greater efficiency, leverage scale 
and maintain or improve customer service.  

Typical objectives for a Control Tower may include:

 ➤ improve vehicle utilisation and therefore reduce 
fleet size

 ➤ proactive selling of the unused space (multi 
customer consolidation, backhauls)

 ➤ reduce miles travelled to  lower costs and support 
the company’s green policies

 ➤ enable the logistics organisation to act as a lead 
provider for many customers in a consistent  
manner

 ➤ offer the customer the benefit of being part of a 
wider network to manage unpredictable demand, 
such as from e-fulfilment channels

 ➤ implement a platform for further innovation that 
can be easily deployed to all customers.

managing many clients from  
                 a single control tower.
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hOW can SyStEmS hELp?

Multi Customer Control Towers need the support of a 
transport system that is easy to implement and configure. 
The system must provide a high level of communication 
with the client and help manage the business through 
strong financial controls, KPI reporting and proactive 
alerting. 

The system must support Multi Client Operations so 
that the planning function can manage many clients, 
supporting each client relationship to a consistently high 
standard.  The following solution map is for the CALIDUS 
TMS, as supplied by OBS Logistics Ltd; this solution 
supports Multi Customer Control Towers to manage the 
movement of a wide variety of products across Europe 
and has more than 12,000 users.

The CALIDUS TMS product has been implemented 
alongside leading in-cab, ePOD, route optimisation and 
document management solutions to provide a single 
transport solution backbone.  

“The Control Tower mode of operation 
is increasingly being adopted by many 
organisations and CALIDUS TMS supports 
operations like this extremely well. When you 
get reductions in fleet size and a reduction 
in overall transport costs, the benefits speak 
for themselves,” says Dave Renshaw, CEO OBS 
Logistics.  

 
What nExt?

The first step is to implement a strong systems backbone 
and get the operation to deliver a consistent service. 

Then introduce further innovations such as smart phone 
applications, global inventory reporting for a client to pull 
together the most up to date balances, EPOD (electronic 
proof of delivery), voice picking, portals, exchanges and 
so on.  Importantly, deploy them once for all customers 
via the Control Tower.  

 
WiLL it pay?

The challenge of organisational change, resource and 
systems investment, alongside the concern of disrupting 
a customer relationship, may be enough to halt control 
tower initiatives in their tracks.  However, the financial 
prizes should swing the decision in their favour.

The transport industry suffers from what is perceived as 

very low vehicle-volume utilisation rates. This does vary 
from sector to sector, with some food retail supply chains 
reaching over 80% utilisation, but the reality across 
the market is an average of around 50% utilisation.  In 
addition, market surveys have assessed that 22% of all 
journey legs are empty and that even when laden 25% of 
the floor space is not filled.1   

If a 32-tonne curtain-side typically costs £267 per day 
plus 64.2 pence per mile to run, then fleets with 100 
vehicles could save in the region of £500,000 per annum 
with just a 5% improvement in utilisation.2

this is the prize of the tower taking control!

 

rEfErEncES  

1. Research by Herriot-Watt University.  

2. RHA (Road Haulage Association) statistics.
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Cloud Computing makes 
CALIDUS TMS available to 

a wider audience
cloud computing makes CALIDUS tmS available to a 
wider audience

Supply Chain software specialist OBS Logistics has 
been delivering industry leading operational logistics 
solutions for over three decades to operations across 
the globe.

The company built its reputation on providing its World 
Class CALIDUS Warehouse Management Solutions 
which continues to be a thriving part of the OBS Logistics 
business.

However, another major strand of its operational logistics 
portfolio is emerging, CALIDUS TMS, which has fuelled 
considerable growth in the last few years and is now 
used to manage transport operations on an international 
basis. Many of the World’s leading companies and 
household names, catering for inbound logistics, 
primary and secondary distribution plus home delivery 
are using CALIDUS TMS.

Although these solutions can be supplied on a 
conventional licence and services basis to run on a  
client’s own IT infrastructure, increasingly, these solutions 
are being deployed based on a ‘Cloud Computing 
Managed Service’ solution provided by OBS Logistics 
through its data centres in the North West of England.  

For OBS Logistics, this means that CALIDUS TMS 
has now become easily available to an audience that 
previously had a clear need for such a functionally rich 
system in their business critical environment, but were 
unable to create an acceptable, return on investment, 
business case. This was due to the significant up-front 
investment required in high availability equipment that 
had to be made before the systems were in use and 
delivering benefits. OBS Logistics believes that this 
applies to a large number of companies, from middle tier 
to multi-national enterprises, who are now all potential 
users of CALIDUS TMS.

Dave Renshaw, CEO of OBS Logistics explains, 

“Fortunately we made the right decision to invest in two 
data centres. Our clients were increasingly considering 
the outsourcing of their IT infrastructures and placing 
that outsourcing with companies who could also provide 
and support their applications. This was seen as a big 
benefit as they then had fewer suppliers to deal with and 
clear supplier responsibilities. They were also striving for 
predictability of IT costs regardless of how the size and 
shape of their company changed over time. 

Why two data centres?  We recognised that our logistics 
solutions were business critical 
systems, used round the clock, 
with Boards and their advisers 
focusing on business continuity, 
demanding increasingly high 
levels of resilience including 
geographic.

OBS Logistics has two ISO 
27001 accredited data centre 
operations 10 miles apart 
and has made use of fast 
communications links between 
the sites to support high 
availability solutions.  There is 
automatic failover between the 
sites,  thus ensuring business continuity in the case of a 
failure of the primary server or network. That together with 
the resilient dual power supplies, environmental controls 
and on site 7/24 hour security has created an excellent 
environment for hosting business critical operational 
logistics Solutions of which CALIDUS TMS is a prime 
example.”

The decision to invest in the data centres and the 
additional seven figure investment in hardware/
infrastructure has really paid off with the CALIDUS 
Managed Service deployments being a massive 
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growth area for the business. This is no more so than 
for CALIDUS TMS which is now used by thousands of 
users processing millions of transport orders each year 
on an international basis through the OBS Logistics data 
centres.

To OBS Logistics’ clients cloud computing is about 
delivering world class software solutions available over 
the web or private network.  This can be extended in 
terms of capacity as their business changes in scope 
and scale, and they only pay for what they use as they 
use it, which is what OBS Logistics calls ‘Solution as a 

Service’ or (SaaS).

Whilst there are other Cloud/
SaaS providers, what OBS 
Logistics offers with its ‘Solution 
as a Service’ is subtly different 
and is right for the logistics 
market. Firstly, clients like 
the fact that the solution is 
hosted in OBS  Logistics’ own 
data centres because they 
know that the entire service is 
managed by one organisation 
and responsibilities are clear. 
It might be surprising to learn 
that most of the Cloud/SaaS 
application providers rely on 

third parties to provide the computing power and data 
centre facilities.

The clue to the second major difference with ‘Solution as a 
Service’ is in the word ‘Solution.’ Other providers’ Cloud/
Software as a Service offerings (few and far between 
for TMS) are based on deploying multiple clients on a 
vanilla flavoured single instance of the systems where 

all customers use the same version of the system and all 
have to take upgrades to new versions as soon as the 
supplier releases them.

Whilst OBS Logistics can provide this form of standard 
service, OBS Logistics’ extensive experience in the 
logistics sector has taught them that clients often want 
to have solutions customised to their specific needs and 
the business critical nature of their 7/24 round the clock 
operations means that they want to choose if and when 
they take new releases. As Dave Renshaw explains 

“Cloud Computing with Logistics applications is not like 
using a solutions such as accounting systems or sales 
management solutions – in Logistics, clients need to be 
able to rely on their solutions being available whenever 
their operations are running. Solution as a Service from 
OBS Logistics addresses this by providing a specific 
instance of the application for each client which can be 
set up to meet their specific business needs.”

Renshaw concludes, “CALIDUS TMS (Transport 
Management Systems) together with CALIDUS WMS 
(Warehouse Management Systems) and CALIDUS TTM 
(Supply Chain Track & Trace Management) combine 
to offer what is increasingly recognised as the most 
comprehensive operational logistics solution in the 
World. Our CALIDUS Cloud Computing service now 
makes these solutions available to a wider range of 
companies worldwide, large and small, to deliver real 
business benefits. Our clients can focus on their business 
operations whilst we handle all of their IT needs cost 
effectively. Remember that with Solution as a Service the 
entire solution can be paid for on a monthly basis as the 
system is delivering benefits and, if required, may appear 
as an off-balance sheet item, leaving room for other 
business investments.”

OBS Logistics’ extensive experience in the logistics sector 
has taught them that clients often want to have solutions 
customised to their specific needs and the business critical 
nature of their 7/24 round the clock operations means that 
they want to choose if and when they take new releases.

If you are considering investing in a Transport Management System (TMS) then why not use our helpful questionnaire 
to assist in the decision making process.  The ‘Transport Management Selection Guide’ contains some 113 questions 

that you should ask potential suppliers when evaluating their products.
To get your free copy please register at www.obs-logistics.com/resources
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The challenge for many manufacturing and distribution 
companies is deciding what products they should promote 
in each geographical region, with the aim of promoting the 
products they have most readily available in preference 
to the products they still need to manufacture, thereby 
maximising sales and minimising stock.

To achieve this objective product marketing teams need 
to have up to the minute information on what stock they 
have, where it is, how it is moving through the supply 
chain and what the current order demand is for these 
products. This is where CALIDUS TTM comes into its own.

CALIDUS TTM is a web based supply chain tracking 
solution which takes information from the company’s 
organisation wide ERP and operational logistics solutions 
and provides facilities to track stock and orders across 
the entire supply chain. 

Managers can use this up to the minute information 
to confidently make key decisions which brings real 
business benefits. Product Marketing Managers can 
promote the available products in each region to good 
effect which results in:

 ➤ maximising sales opportunities  

 ➤ reducing stock levels

 ➤ improved utilisation of working capital 

 ➤ Where demand exists for products not available in 
the region, they can work out how best to source 
these products, whether it is to manufacture them 
or procure them from stock in another region. it all 
comes down to the power and benefits of timely 
and accurate information.

In addition to supply chain tracking by the people within 
a company, CALIDUS TTM offers another important 

business benefit when it comes to the customer service 
function. Customers of the company can sign onto a 
web portal to enquire on product availability and to place 
and track their orders from input through to final delivery. 
Along with the customer service benefits achieved 
by enabling customers to get easy access to the key 
information they need around the clock, CALIDUS TTM 
provides further benefits:

 ➤ Enabling the customer to enquire into stock and 
order information through the portal drastically 
reduces a company’s administrative overhead that  
results from answering the customers’ enquiries by 
phone or email.

 ➤ allowing customers to enter their orders over the 
web reduces and often eliminates the time involved 
in entering customer orders.

 ➤ When customers enter their own orders they take 
responsibility for the timeliness and accuracy of 
the order information.

 ➤ Viewing the delivery information online minimises 
pOd and Billing queries leading to fewer payment 
disputes and better cash flow.

Can a Supply Chain Tracking System  Improve Your Company’s Marketing?

Linking supply chain tracking and marketing in this way may seem surprising, but when a major 
logistics company working for some of the World’s leading consumer goods manufacturers 
implemented OBS Logistics’ supply chain tracking solution, CALIDUS ttm, this was one of the 
major benefits their clients achieved.
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Can a Supply Chain Tracking System  Improve Your Company’s Marketing?
In addition to CALIDUS TTM being used by third party 
logistics companies to allow clients to track their supply 
chain there is a further important benefit that their clients 
have gained from using CALIDUS TTM.  It allows them 
to monitor how efficiently their logistics service provider 
is performing. When you think about it, a client can now 
see their stock being managed in third party facilities 
and can track the timeliness and accuracy of deliveries 
and orders. CALIDUS TTM therefore offers real logistics 
services provider performance monitoring.

You may think therefore that such benefits would not 
be encouraged by the logistics service providers. 
Information about their performance being readily 
available 24/7, may have been a cause of concern.

Interestingly you could not be more wrong.  In our 
experience - leading logistics companies sell this open 
visibility of their performance as a benefit, promoting trust 
and providing proof of competence. After all, they are used 
to providing copious amounts of performance reporting on 
a regular basis. This is simply providing it in real time and 
potentially reducing the reporting burden in return. 

So how does CALIDUS ttm manage to put all of this 
valuable information at the user’s finger tips? 

Dave Renshaw CEO of OBS Logistics explains  

“It is all about seamlessly gathering up to the 
minute information from all of the systems used 
across an organisations supply chain – whether 
it be their ERP system, warehousing systems or 

transport management systems – including the 
in-cab mobile facilities used by the drivers as 
they go about their daily tasks collecting and 
delivering.  CALIDUS TTM is designed to bring 
information from non-CALIDUS systems equally 
effectively as it does from our own CALIDUS 
suite. Making supply chain tracking information 
available over a web portal to users within a 
company, its service partners and its customers 
alike is increasingly being seen as a ‘must have’ 
for many organisations.”

Renshaw concluded  

“CALIDUS TTM is another exciting member 
of the CALIDUS family, which is rapidly being 
recognised as the most comprehensive range 
of best of breed logistics solutions available in 
the market” 

So, can you improve your marketing with a supply 
chain tracking system?

Well, by implementing CALIDUS TTM for some of the 
largest and most successful companies in the World 
it has been shown that you certainly can – along with 
achieving a whole host of other benefits!
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At one time trip planning and trip execution were top of the agenda 
for most companies. They were generally happy if they could get 
these basic functions from their TMSs – and it is so easy to forget 
that at one time these functions were considered revolutionary.

Time has moved on, however. Now companies require ‘operational 
dashboards’ to give far greater management control and fast 
access to information, electronic proof of delivery (EPOD) systems 
to confirm that the delivery was received (and by whom and when), 
and online supply chain tracking so that both the customer and the 
company can track orders and inventory over the web.

Let’s begin with operational dashboards. These are easy to use, 
computer screens that provide managers with two important views 
of what is happening that are measurable by key performance 
indicators (KPI): real-time activity and past performance for 
historical analysis. Importantly, these dashboards provide instant, 
at-a-glance information.

With a dashboard view of displaying the status of the operation, 
managers can focus on mission critical issues. These are things 
that affect service levels and performance - two important drivers 
of any customer-focused logistics operation. This information 
could include the number of vehicles requiring loading, information 
on late running vehicles, failed delivery information and so on.

Historical analysis enables the management team to see and 
compare past performance measured against preset standards, 
without having to delve back through paper or electronic records. 
This includes information on the performance of individual drivers 
and operatives, enabling individual performances to be compared 
and reviewed. We find that drivers respond well to this performance 
measurement and it is driving forward the right behaviour, which in 
turn is beneficial to the entire operation.

ELEctrOnic prOOf Of dELiVEry makES SEnSE 

EPOD is now much more of a must have rather than a nice to have 
function. It is a powerful extension of the TMS that reaches out to 
the point of delivery with the use of hand held terminals or PDAs. 
These provide the driver with a mobile office environment that is 
paperless, electronic and real-time.

Delivery information together with vehicle routing information is 
downloaded onto the driver’s PDA, which is then used at each 
drop point to confirm the delivery with signature capture and 
where required, photos to prove quality and completeness of the 
delivery. In addition, a paper copy of the EPOD can be printed for 
the person receiving the goods, with an electronic copy being sent 
by email simultaneously to the designated customer contact with 
details of who signed for the goods. Within minutes, the outcome 
of the delivery can be transmitted back to the central system to 
provide timely and valuable information for the central transport 
and customer service teams.

Armed with the information the transport and customer  teams 
are better placed to deal proactively with all delivery exceptions 
instead of waiting for disgruntled customers to telephone in with 
complaints, etc. For example, they can quickly re-plan failed 
deliveries, discuss shortages/damages, late running so that they 
can reassign goods reception staff and so on.

For the company, EPOD has another huge benefit in that it enables 
timelier invoicing and reduces the number of post-delivery queries, 
resulting in faster payments and cashflow improvements.

OnLinE SuppLy chain tracking

Logistics companies are finding that tracking portals are becoming 
essential components of their TMS. Their customers are expecting 
to be able to simply log onto a website and see their orders and 
delivery progress. For them it means no more having to call in to 

Gaining the full benefit
of an extended transport management System
Having recognised that a good transport management system (TMS) will improve 
overall efficiency, transport and logistics companies are looking further to gain 
additional benefits. Dave Renshaw, CEO of OBS Logistics and an expert in integrated 
supply chain and extended enterprise solutions looks at what companies can expect 
when they adopt advanced solutions such as the CALIDUS TMS.
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find out the status and for the logistics company it reduces the 
amount of nonessential customer contact time and associated 
administration.

Supply chain tracking over the web offers massive benefits. For 
example, a CALIDUS TTM Supply Chain Tracking solution for the 
world’s largest consumer goods manufacturer has revolutionised 
how it manages a major part of its supply side operation.

The company can now track the performance of its logistics 
services provider – however, there were more gains than simply 
performance management. Being able to monitor orders and 
inventory provided the largest return on investment. The company 
discovered that having timely information on how much inventory 
it held in each region and the order demand from customers 
worldwide, made it possible to manage promotions better and fulfil 
orders from stock. This reduced inventory levels, increased sales 
and improved customer service – you could say that it helped it to 
improve its marketing.

These extensions to CALIDUS TMS are obviously beneficial. 
There are, however, a number of fundamental capabilities inherent 
to an advanced system.

Many transport solutions track consignments reasonably well 
but they do not provide detailed information on the orders and 
products making up the consignment. The lack of this detail results 
in a partial tracking solution; at best, it could be summed up as 
simply tracking a consignment number, which in today’s service 
driven economy is not enough. We have taken the concept much 
further by drawing on our warehouse management expertise 
and implementing our expertise at an early stage, so that our 
customers have always benefited from being able to see the entire 
composition of their consignments. This information is available to 
them through the supply chain tracking portal.

Transport operations striving to maximise efficiency and vehicle 
loads need accurate collection information available for the 
collection-planning phase. If they provide a supplier portal, 
where the suppliers themselves enter and update product and 
collection quantity information, the transport planners have 
quality information to enable them to develop accurate plans that 
maximise loads and optimise the delivery trips. The portals also 
enable the supplier to print barcode labels to attach to the goods 
to improve the accuracy and speed of loading and unloading. We 
have seen this put into action when a leading household goods 
retailer used its supplier portal to improve timeliness and accuracy 
of supplier deliveries into its stores.

crOSS dOck WithOut WirES

To maximise speed, accuracy and efficiency at each depot you 
have to forget about paperwork! Radio frequency terminals are 
the way to go for boosting cross docking performance. Instead 
of reading documentation and then reentering the information 
(and probably mis-keying it, thereby creating problems) use a 
scanner to read the barcodes. It is amazing that in 2011 that some 
companies would need encouraging to do so. The improvements 
come quickly as does the justification for using the technology 
followed by a fast return on investment.

intEgratE yOur VEhicLE tracking 
SyStEm

An extended TMS will integrate fully with the built-in telematics 
equipment or third-party solutions. The TMS will use this live 
information to help transport managers improve fleet fuel usage 
by as much as 10% to 15%.

How does it do it? The telematics information enables transport 
managers to monitor driver habits and performance. They are 
able to use the vehicle tracking information – idling, speeding, 
heavy braking, miles travelled, diversions from planned routes, etc 
– to improve driver behaviour and encourage more fuel-efficient 
driving. Once drivers are aware that their transport managers are 
able to compare them to other drivers they respond by striving 
to achieve their own personal bests. This brings a positive driver 
league table type of approach to the delivery operation.

cEntraLiSE pLanning in thE cOntrOL tOWEr

Central planning and transport management is becoming the way 
forward for many companies as they move from localised planning 
to a ‘control tower’ approach. Extended TMS users are finding 
that they benefit from reducing fleet size, have less reliance on 
subcontractors and achieve significantly more efficient deliveries. 
They also find that they can reduce the number of stocking points 
and can reduce overall stock holding.

OBS Logistics has seen this as our third-party logistics customers 
move to control towers for servicing their clients. DHL, reduced 
its fleet by 10% for a transport operation in Poland by taking this 
approach.

managEd SErVicES

One of the most significant trends we are seeing is the increase 
in companies that are choosing an extended TMS supplied as 
a managed service. For example, we currently process over 6 
million transport orders each year on our hosted system. We are 
expecting this volume to increase by more than 30% during this 
year. The purpose built data centres owned and operated by OBS 
Logistics are ideal locations to host business critical systems like 
CALIDUS TMS.
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dave renshaw, cEO of OBS Logistics and an expert 
in integrated supply chain and extended enterprise 
solutions, looks at how to reduce transport costs and 
enhance customer service with advanced transport 
management Systems (tmS). these cutting-edge 
systems are putting companies in control of their supply 
chains and helping the efficiency and effectiveness of 
their transport operations. this is providing a win by 
reducing operational costs, a win for customer service 
and a win for the environment.

The most significant cost in the supply chain is transport. 
The ever-increasing price of fuel and its influence on 
running a cost-effective transport operation is a major 
issue. Add to this overall efficiency and performance of the 
operation and clearly fuel and operational costs will have 
a huge impact on business costs. Badly run transport 
operations simply leak cash and damage customer 
relations through poor service. 

With an estimated 500,000 trucks on UK roads, the 
environment will suffer. Granted new engine technology 
and tractor and trailer designs are bringing down emission 

levels but technological advances alone are not enough. 
We also need good transport management.

EntEr tmS

Some companies are working hard to take control of their 
transport operations by implementing enhanced TMS. 
These systems are helping them to balance the hard 
costs of transport – fuel, maintenance, and insurance – 
with providing best service. 

A good TMS will address a company’s desire for 
improvement by enabling it to become more efficient, 
effective, and environmentally friendlier. 

Working quickly using the minimum of resource, expense 
and time are a measure of efficiency for transport 
operations. However, sometimes being efficient does 
not always meet the needs of the customer. They need 
transport to do the right thing by delivering in full and on 
time. This can only happen by working smarter to provide 
an effective transport solution.

TMS - The Three leTTer aCronyM wiTh a big iMpaCT 
for TranSporT operaTionS

➤➤ A➤mAjor➤UK➤sUpermArKet➤sAved➤12➤to➤15%➤in➤fUel➤
costs➤ throUgh➤ improved➤ plAnning,➤ roUte➤ And➤
schedUle➤Adherence,➤And➤controlled➤delivery➤
time➤slots

➤➤ A➤ constrUction➤ firm➤ Using➤ tms➤ mAnAged➤
service➤ rAtionAlised➤A➤ frAgmented➤ trAnsport➤
operAtion➤resUlting➤in➤A➤smAller➤fleet,➤redUced➤
reliAnce➤ on➤ sUbcontrActing➤ And➤ 15%➤ lower➤
operAting➤costs

➤➤ A➤mAjor➤clothing➤retAiler➤redUced➤its➤existing➤
fleet➤ by➤ 6%➤ throUgh➤ operAtionAl➤ plAnning,➤
roUte➤And➤ schedUle➤Adherence,➤ And➤ improved➤
mAnAgement➤informAtion

➤➤ one➤of➤the➤UK’s➤mAin➤breAd➤prodUcers➤gAined➤7%➤
improvement➤ in➤ fUel➤UsAge➤throUgh➤ improved➤
plAnning,➤ roUte➤And➤ schedUle➤Adherence,➤ And➤
controlled➤delivery➤time➤slots

➤➤ An➤ internAtionAl➤ oil➤ refining,➤ mArKeting➤ And➤
distribUtion➤ compAny➤ sUpports➤ 11,000➤ Users➤
throUgh➤ the➤ Use➤ of➤ hAnd➤ held➤ terminAls➤And➤
web-bAsed➤ trAcKing➤ for➤ delivery➤ of➤ over➤ 2➤
million➤orders➤eAch➤yeAr

➤➤ A➤ gArment➤ distribUtion➤ compAny➤ redUced➤ the➤
nUmber➤of➤plAnning➤centres,➤improving➤overAll➤
efficiency➤ And➤ redUcing➤ trAnsport➤ operAting➤
costs➤by➤12%

TMS users and the benefits they gain from the solution.
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Effectiveness, therefore, requires a focus on achieving 
important transport objectives to meet and exceed 
customer requirements. This is possible by doing the 
right things, in the right order and in the right way!

Efficiency and effectiveness lead to a reduction in the 
carbon footprint of the transport operation. With a TMS, 
it is possible to manage efficiencies and effectiveness 
constantly so environmental impact reduces continuously. 

tmS ExpEctatiOnS

Table I highlights how a well-designed TMS should 
address transport business needs, solve the issues 
and deliver benefits. These represent the basic TMS 
requirements for most companies. 

Most companies will need further benefits to those shown 
in Table I. However, an enhanced TMS will be scalable. 
This will provide extra features for bringing online 
whenever the company needs them.

tmS ScaLaBiLity

Such a scalable solution is the CALIDUS TMS. This 
popular TMS has a user base of more than 1,500 users 
worldwide in the retail, wholesale, manufacturing, food 
and drink, pharmaceuticals and apparel and fashion 
industries.

Users are achieving at least 10% direct savings on 
transport costs through scheduling, route planning, and 
driving and maintenance improvements. Table II shows 
real-world examples of the benefits some companies are 
enjoying with a TMS-based solution.

In conclusion, clearly TMS implementation is an important 
step forward for any company wanting to optimise its 
business processes and distinguish the service it provides. 
Companies can only realise the full benefit once the TMS 
is in place and by performing the necessary supporting 
operational practices.

business needs 

demand management 
 
 
 

consistent service delivery 
 

Service level agreement adherence 
 

improved resource utilisation 
 
 

Visibility - consolidation opportunities 
 
 

End-to-end consignment tracking 

key performance indicators - 
measuring and reporting, process 
improvements, identifying trends

Solution 

provides visibility of resource 
utilisation. System and management 
override capability to smooth 
demand 

able to schedule to delivery 
windows, booking-in times and 
vehicle constraints

provides automated trip build 
scheduling to match delivery window 
or booking-in time

uses fixed rules to automatically 
schedule and is based on defined 
routes, carriers, geography, cost and 
vehicle fill. gives order-well visibility

provides opportunities for 
backloading, consolidation of fleet 
(multiuser shared network rather than 
dedicated), order-well management

gives visibility of consignment / 
product throughout supply chain

gives detailed plan versus actual 
management reporting

benefit 

avoid over-utilisation in busy times; 
reduce reliance on third-party 
contractors. Optimise efficiency of 
Warehouse management System pick 
and load processes

customer service improvements and 
adherence to contract terms 

On-time deliveries. customer 
satisfaction improvements and 
customer retention

Lower costs. Empty running reduced. 
road miles reduced. Spending 
on agency drivers and vehicles is 
reduced

improved revenue and asset 
utilisation - increased throughput of 
volume from resource base

 
improved customer service. Enhances 
customer confidence

identify strengths and weaknesses. 
prioritise improvement initiatives

Table I: Basic TMS requirements, solutions and benefits applicable to most companies.
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